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Inspired by a stuffed toy, Jane Goodall became the first woman to study chips in the wild 
and in the process made history.

As a child, Jane Goodall was given a stuffed chimpanzee named Jubilee, and she has said 
her fondness for this figure started her early love of animals. While others thought Jane 
would be terrified by the toy, she adored it and it inspired a life-long love of animals in her. 
 
Jane dreamed of a life spent working with animals, and when she was twenty-six years old, 
she ventured into the forests of Africa to observe chimpanzees in the wild. During her 
expeditions she braved many dangers and she got to know an amazing group of wild 
chimpanzees-intelligent animals whose lives, in work and play and family relationships, bear 
a surprising resemblance to our own. Through her work at Gombe Stream National Park in 
Tanzania and her own Roots and Shoots program she has become a tireless advocate for 
animals and the planet.
 
As for that stuffed toy, Jubilee still sits on Goodall's dresser in London.
From the time she was a girl, Jane Goodall dreamed of a life spent working with animals. 
Finally she had her wish. When she was twenty-six years old, she ventured into the forests 
of Africa to observe chimpanzees in the wild. On her expeditions she braved the dangers 
with leopards and lions in the African bush. And she got to know an amazing group of wild 
chimpanzees -- intelligent animals whose lives, in work and play and family relationships, 
bear a surprising resemblance to our own.A DREAM COME TRUE
From the time she was a girl, Jane Goodall dreamed of a life spent working with animals. 
Finally she had her wish. When she was twenty-six years old, she ventured into the forests 
of Africa to observe chimpanzees in the wild. On her expeditions she braved the dangers 
of the jungle and survived encounters with leopards and lions in the African bush. And she 
got to know an amazing group of wild chimpanzees -- intelligent animals whose lives, in 
work and play and family relationships, bear a surprising resemblance to our own.

Jane Goodall's adventures with the chimps and the important discoveries she has made 
about them have gained her worldwide recognition. Now she tells her exciting story in her 
own words.

Other Books
Jane Goodall, Up Close: Jane Goodall by Sudipta Bardhan-Quallen Up Close: Thurgood 
Marshall by Chris Crowe A trailblazing scientist made famous by her favorite primates. 
Jane Goodall will forever be linked with the chimpanzees that she?s studied for over fifty 
years. A pioneer in scientific research, she revolutionized longstanding views about chimps, 
forest conservation, and women in scientific fields. This Up Close biography tells the story 
of how a demure young woman from London went to Africa and changed the world.
�����. “It was a . . .”: van Lawick- Goodall ,  In the Shadow of Man , 18. “It was wild...”:  
Goodall , State of the World Forum speech. “The great aim...”:  Goodall , Africa in My Blood, 
108. “he is so sweet...”:  Goodall , Africa in My Blood, 109."
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